Cell Separation with pluriBead® universal
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pluriBead® universal
& your antibodies
A - universal pluriBeads® without specific antibody coating.
ȩ ȩ7MSPȩMULȩR?PECR QNCAGȏȩAȩ
antibody.
C - Custom made pluriBead.

C

FAST, EASY, GENTLE!

pluriBead® universal
customized
catcher particles

pluriBead®
& your sample material

A

B

Fast, easy, gentle!

A - Custom beads and other
BGȎȩCPCLRJWȩAM?RCBȩNJSPG C?BQ ȩ
B - Sample (e.g. whole blood)
AMLR?GLGLEȩBGȎȩCPCLRȩR?PECRQȩ
(cells, proteins, viruses, etc.).

Mixing and incubation
10 - 40 minutes incubation
period of sample and pluriBeads® at room temperature.

Isolation
Targets – now attached to the
beads – are separated using
pluriSelects proprietary sieving technology.
An additional washing step
PCKMTCQȩ?JJȩSLQNCAGȏȩAȩAMLR?
mination.

Bead detachment
Each cell type can be detached from the beads using
BCR?AFKCLRȩ@SȎȩCP ȩ
2?PECRQȩ ?PCȩ U?QFCBȩ MȎȩȩ GLRMȩ
sterile centrifuge tubes and
are ready for your experiments.
Proceed with a cell culture
assay or lyse the cells for
RNA/DNA or protein extraction!
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V 1.0

Fast cell isolation
using pluriBead®

The labeling procedure

Examples for
isolation protocols

A
Add universal pluriBeads and
your antibody into a tube.

7MSȧF?TCȧ?ȧQNCAGȏAȧ?LRG@MBWȧ@SRȧLMȧRCAFLMJMEWȧ
to apply it to? You like to get your targets fast
and want a fuss-free isolation system?
pluriBead® universal allows for the easy designing of
customized catcher particles to bind and isolate the required
targets.
ȓCPȩJ?@CJGLEȩWMSPȩMULȩ?LRG@MBWȩRMȩNJSPG C?BlȩSLGTCPQ?J ȩHSQRȩ
proceed with the usual pluriBead® cell isolation protocol.

3QCȩ NJSPG C?Blȩ SLGTCPQ?Jȩ RMȩ GQMJ?RCȩ ACJJQȩ DPMKȩ @SȎWȩ AM?R ȩ
whole blood or tissue cultures. In a single step, cells can
@CȩBCR?AFCBȩDPMKȩRFCȩ@C?BQȩGLȩHSQRȩȩKGLȩzȩRFCȩTG?@GJGRWȩ
remains above 90%. Fast, easy and gentle!
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B
Incubate for 3-4 hrs with gentle
agitation. Your antibody will
now bind to the universal cather
particles.

Match your experimental needs with pluriBead®
Custom Bead: Use your own antibody to bind to pluriC?BȩN?PRGAJCQ ȩȓCPU?PBQ ȩHSQRȩGQMJ?RCȩWMSPȩQNCAGȏAȩ
targets following the usual pluriBead protocol.
Sample material: Isolate your cells or proteins from a
XJEFTQFDUSVNPGCJPMPHJDBMҩVJETTVDIBT
DFMMDVMUVSF CPOFNBSSPX XIPMFCMPPE PSDFMMTVTQFOTJPOTGSPNIPNPHFOBUFT TQMFFO MJWFS MZNQIOPEFTFUD 

C

4x

Wash the labeled pluriBeads.

10‘

Variable volume::PVDBOXPSLXJUITNBMMBOEprecious
TBNQMFTGSPNNMVQUPMBSHFSWPMVNFTPGNM
No cooling required: You can work at room temperature
EVSJOHUIFFOUJSFQSPUPDPM

300 x g

D
Add PBS solution for immediate use or long-term storage.
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Separate your targets with
the custom labeled universal
beads by following the usual
pluriBead protocol.

Universal pluriBeads are now ready for
your experiments:
'QMJ?RGMLȩDPMKȩUFMJCȩ@JMMB ȩ@SȎWȩAM?R ȩRGQQSCȩ
Isolation of cells or proteins
Further applications such as:

For more detailed information please see
www.pluriselect.com

Mix fresh EDTA-whole blood with pluriBead® universal and
incubate up to 40 minutes. Pour the bead-sample mix onto
RFCȩQRP?GLCPȩ?LBȩU?QFȩUGRFȩ@SȎCP ȩ2F?RQȩGRÅȩ$MPȩGLAS@?RGML ȩ
rinse the bead-bound cells into a cell culture dish.
Incubate your sample with pluriBead® universal. A 10min
GLAS@?RGMLȩ NCPGMBȩ UGJJȩ WGCJBȩ QSȑAGCLRȩ ACJJQȩ DMPȩ ?ȩ .!0 ȩ
experiment. Lyse the cells directly on the strainer and transfer the lysate to a suitable vial. Proceed with your nucleic
acid isolation procedure as usual.

Protein isolation within minutes

High purity:'SPNTJOHMFDFMMTVTQFOTJPOTTVDIBT XIPMF
CMPPEZPVXJMMZJFMEVQUPUBSHFUQVSJUZ

High viability:3FEVDFEQSPDFTTJOHUJNFBOEGFXFSIBOE
MJOHTUFQTFOTVSFNPSFUIBOWJBCMFDFMMT

Isolate single cells directly from
unprocessed whole blood

Nucleic acid isolation within minutes

No centrifugation required: +VTUBEEUIFQMVSJ#FBET® to
your sample and incubate for 10 - 40 minutes at room
UFNQFSBUVSF

Save time:5IFJTPMBUJPOJTGBTU*TPMBUFDFMMTGPSRPCR in
MFTT UIBO  NJOVUFT PS GPS DFMM DVMUVSF FYQFSJNFOUT JO
MFTTUIBONJOVUFT

Isolate single cells from
cell suspensions

Cell culture experiments, RNA / DNA isolation, Flow cytometry analysis, Cell stimulation experiments etc.

Incubate your sample with pluriBead® universal, isolate the
target cells and remove unbound cells by washing. Lyse the
cells directly on the strainer and transfer the lysate to a
suitable vial. Continue with your protein extraction method
as usual.

Multi target isolation via cascade
sieving or via step-by-step separation
Use our cascade sieving kit to isolate two distinct cell
types from one sample in one step. Mix two types of
pluriBeads®, e.g. CD4 & CD8, with your sample. Pour the
sample onto the strainer cascade and rinse with wash-buffer. Disassemble the strainer cascade and rinse the beadbound cells from each strainer into a cell culture dish. You
may also isolate nucleic acids or proteins.
$MPȩ?ȩQRCN @W QRCNȩQCN?P?RGML ȩSQCȩRFCȩȐMURFPMSEFȩMDȩRFCȩ
ȏPQRȩQCN?P?RGMLȩ?QȩQ?KNJCȩK?RCPG?JȩDMPȩRFCȩQCAMLBȩGQMJ?RGon. This way you do not loose any sample material.

